Prairielands Council, Boy Scouts of America
2017 Popcorn Sale

*33% Commission on all sales

*Scouts are rewarded with prizes for their efforts on sales of $75 and up (or unit takes 3% and provides incentives)

*BONUS Prizes

--Sell $600 and get Z-Curve Bow or Cook Set w/utensils (Seller’s Club patch)

--Sell $1,000 and attend special STAR WARS movie and Awards presentation (Top Seller patch)

--Sell $1,500 and attend SPIN TO WIN party (extra prizes!)

--Sell $2,500 and enter the Trail’s End Scholarship

NEW SUPERHERO COLLECTION PATCH

Evil villain robot Mega-Corn the Destroyer has come to planet Earth to eat all of the world’s popcorn, so Earth has called upon The Popcorn Squad, a group of adventurous Scouts with super powers, to stop Mega-Corn before Earth is eradicated of popcorn!